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Yes, science can be made fun and easy! This book features the solar system in all its glory. You

can see pictures of the planets and the galaxy in full color. The layout is definitely going to amaze

and delight a child. As a result, learning becomes highly entertaining. Grab a copy today!
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I was given the opportunity to review the book Our Solar System (Sun, Moons, & Planets) Second

Grade Science Series 2nd Grade books. Here is my review: I liked the book, but there was not a lot

of content. The book has a lot of illustrations which will help keep the kids attention. The book starts

off with an explanation as to exactly what is included in our solar system. I liked how the book goes

over some of the moons that orbit that other planets in our solar system. The illustrations are simply

beautiful. As an adult I found myself staring at the pictures. The pictures opened up discussion

about the solar system. The information next to the pictures went very well together. We found the

information very interesting. I will say that I think the vocabulary in the book is a little much for a

second grader, but as long as you help your child read the book it should be fine. I took it as an



opportunity to teach my kids some new vocabulary words. I asked my kids there favorite part of the

book and was surprised how much each child remembered. My little one liked Mercury because it

was the smallest planet. My daughter liked learning about Earth because thatÃ¢Â€Â™s where we

live. My other son liked learning that Neptune is the furthest planet from the sun. I do wish that the

book was a little longer. We all were enjoying the book, and just like that it was over. I would say

that this is book is a great place to start exploring our solar system. I received this product at a

discount in exchange for my honest review. I would recommend this book to everyone with children.

It is a great family book.

Instruct the students to memorize thenames and positions of the planets. To make thiseasier, teach

them a mnemonic device. Creating asilly sentence using the first letter of the planets thatyou are

trying to remember is very helpful tochildren. For example Ã¢Â€ÂœMY VERY EARTHLYMOTHER

JUST SERVED US NEW PICKLESÃ¢Â€Â• helpsstudents remember that the order of the planets.

Discuss the different planets, and have your students develop a way ofdistinguishing the planets

from each other. Use the key characteristics listed in theBackground information.This book has

pictures of the planets.This book helps just exposing the students to the different planets and

emphasizingthe need to compare and contrast their key characteristics.The seller, in exchange for

an honest and unbiased review, supplied me with this product for free or disconted price.What you

have read and watched is solely my very honest opinion based on my experience with this product.

I only write honest reviews regardless of whether I purchased a product at full price, at a discount,

or received it free.***** IF THIS REVIEW WAS HELPFUL PLEASE HELP OTHERS FIND IT BY

CLICKING YES BELOW *****use

Great little book for my 2nd grader to hopefully get her interested in the Solar System.My 4th grader

loves astrology so he enjoyed looking throughout this book as well.I was very pleased with the vivid

pictures in the book when I pulled them up on my computer. I'm curious to see how these will look

on my iPad too. There are short, easy to read paragraphs about the pictures. Because these are

more of early reader books, they don't get into great detail.If you look at the "Look Inside" feature on

, you can see the type of vivd pictures and paragraphs associated with each.There are many of

these books in the "Baby Professor" series offered as ebooks for either free or 99 cents (at least

when at the time I wrote this review.) I think there is actually about 200 of them! Most of the books

seem to have about 32 pages. I'm hoping that I will be able to pull these books up on my iPad and

read them with my kids (or better yet have them read them) at certain "down times" (waiting for the



other one to finish sports practice, waiting in a doctors office, etc.) I also have a friend with a 3 year

old daughter who I entertain sometimes during these games and practices. I think she will really

enjoy looking through the books and all the pictures.I did enjoy this book but would've disappointed

if I had paid the full price for the paperback book. Overall very cool ebook.I received this e-book for

free in exchange for my honest review.

This is the 3rd Baby Professor book that I have read. According to the title, this book is

recommended for 2nd grade. I have a kindergartener and preschooler so my review is geared

towards a slightly younger child. Overall, I found this book enjoyable and my children loved it. It

covers a basic introduction for each of the planets in our solar system with a few extras about stars

and moons of the planets. As with other books, there are concepts and words that are introduced

that could use an explanation. For example use of the words terrestrial and magnetosphere without

further explanation. The photographs that accompany the book are absolutely phenomenal and

make the purchase worthwhile to me without the extra information. We were able to use this book to

open the discussion for additional material about our solar system. Overall I would recommend this

book for your young learner.I was provided this book for free in exchange for a fair and unbiased

review

I am 6 & in 2nd grade homeschool. This book did not do a good job of explaining terms used like

magnetosphere and satellite. A satellite can be man made and that is confusing. Also it didn't show

how the solar system looks together or orbit our Sun. They talked about a few moons but didn't

explain well about how there are so many moons when we study only one. I do not think this is a

good book to learn about our solar system as a good picture for your mind.
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